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Greetings!
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Some (easy) logistic first…

If you like what you learn 
today…

• You can download the full deck from my 
blog: marketingacrossborders.blog  

• Connect on LinkedIn



1. Introduction to Content Marketing 

2. Don't confuse tactics with strategy 

3. Define your (marketing) goals 

4. Understand your audience 

5. Understand the Buyer Journey 

6. Publish & Distribute

Summary
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Step#0 

Intro to Content 
Marketing
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It’s a chemical reaction

• When we hear a story the neural activity 
increases fivefold, like a switchboard has 
suddenly illuminated the city of our mind 

• Oxytocin is our empathy drug. It sends us a 
signal that we should care about someone.  

• Oxytocin is generated whenever we hear or 
see compelling stories
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What is the value?



X

What is the value?



X

What is the value?



X

The value is $0 unless….it builds an 

Audience



“Content marketing is the strategic 
marketing approach of creating and 
distributing valuable, relevant and 
consistent content to attract and retain 
a clearly defined audience – with the 
objective of driving profitable customer 
action..”  

JOE PULIZZI 

CONTENT MARKETING INSTITUTE
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96%
OF CONSUMERS  
trust brands that use content to inform 
them, without trying to sell them 
something. 

Boston Consulting Group, 2015 
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3x
LEADS (CONTACTS)  

Content Marketing generates over 
three times as many leads as outbound 

marketing and costs 62% less 
Demandmetrics, 2016



X

Interruptive 
Marketing is 
on decline

Smart Insights, allaccess.com

74%
Of Netflix subscribers 
would rather cancel 

their subscription than 
see an ad

67%
Change channels when 

ads come on

82%
Skip ads as much as 

they can

30%
Use ad blocking 

technologies to avoid 
ads online and on 

mobile

http://allaccess.com
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Content Marketing 
is not a Campaign



Make great content they need  

Get their attention  

Learn from them  

Make more great stuff they need 

Keep their attention  

and so on… 

Content

AudienceData

The 
Audience 

Cycle



Step#1 

First, don’t confuse tactics 
with strategy
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The Strategy Kernel

Diagnosis Guiding Policy 
(Strategy)

Set of Coherent  
Actions  
(Tactics)

Why can’t you reach your 
goals? What’s the current 
situation? What’s (and 
who’s) holding you back 
from reaching your goals?

What should be done? 
What’s the approach to be 
chosen to cope with or 
overcome the obstacles 
identified in the diagnosis?

How should we put the 
guiding policies in place? 
A set of coherent actions 
dictate how the guiding 
policies will be carried out.
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My approach - Strategy Kernel

Diagnosis Guiding Policies 
(Strategy)

Coherent  
Actions  
(Tactics)

Why can’t you reach your 
goals? What’s the current 
situation? What’s (and 
who’s) holding you back 
from reaching your goals?

What should be done? 
What’s the approach to be 
chosen to cope with or 
overcome the obstacles 
identified in the diagnosis?

• Audience analysis 

• Market & Competition 

• Understanding the Context

• Objective & Goals 

• Position 

• Model & Approach

How should we put the 
guiding policies in place? 
A set of coherent actions 
dictate how the guiding 
policies will be carried out.

• Tactics 

• Action Plan
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Short-term tactics are still confused 
with long-term strategy
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Tactification has deep roots…



Step#2 

Define your goals
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Define your goals

Use content that provides awareness, education and guidance; 
increase overall engagement and grow thought leadership of your 

company’s solutions

Business goal

We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and educational 
content that makes Entrepreneurs and C-Suite feel empowered, 

inspired, safe and in good hands, so they can advocate, convert and 
are enabled to achieve their goals.

Business goal
We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and educational 
content that makes Entrepreneurs and C-Suite feel empowered, 

inspired, safe and in good hands, so they can advocate, convert and 
are enabled to achieve their goals.

Business goal

We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and educational 
content that makes Entrepreneurs and C-Suite feel empowered, 

inspired, safe and in good hands, so they can advocate, convert and 
are enabled to achieve their goals.

Business goal
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Define your goals

Our company will create and distribute content that 
aligns with its content strategy in an effort to educate, 
build awareness and overall market leadership for its 

solutions and services.

Main Business Goal

Our company will create and distribute content that 
aligns with its content strategy in an effort to drive 

more qualified leads that move more efficiently through 
the funnel to become sales opps.

Main Business Goal

We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and 
educational content that makes Entrepreneurs and C-

Suite feel empowered, inspired, safe and in good hands, 
so they can advocate, convert and are enabled to achieve 

their goals.

Main Business Goal

We will create content that provides awareness, 
education and guidance; increase overall engagement 

and grow thought leadership of your company’s solutions

Main Business Goal



Example: Goals & KPIs framework
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[Our company] will create and distribute content that aligns with its content strategy in an effort to educate, 
build awareness and overall market leadership for its solutions and services. Ultimately generate engagement 

to drive more qualified leads that move more efficiently through the funnel to become sales opps.

Centralize content process across the 
organization + implement a consistent 

content marketing program

Content Goal

Drive traffic and engagement and 
build awareness and trust with 

key audience

Content Goal

Create new business 
opportunities for Zelus sales 

team

Content Goal

Main Business Goal

• Time spent creating content 
• Pieces produced vs plan 
• Adherence to content strategy/

SEO strategy 
• Voice and tone consistency vs. 

Target Tone

KPI (sample)
• Avg. social actions per story 
• Engagement rate 
• Avg. engaged stories/person 
• Finish Rate 
• Avg. attention time/person 
• Return Visitor Rate 
• Traffic from Search 
• Brand Sentiment 
• PR mentions

KPI (sample)

• Returning visitor rate 
• Number of downloads 
• Form completion & downloads 
• Email subscriptions 
• Blog subscriptions 
• Number of Leads 
• Conversion rate 
• Marketing Influenced opps

KPI (sample)
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Activism & Purpose
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Guess the Brand?

Inspire and nurture the human spirit. 
One person, one cup and one 
neighbour at a time

“

Starbucks tells us its brand purpose is to build community, while doing 

everything it can to minimise its tax payments. Last year Starbucks 

paid 2.8% of taxes: exactly £ 4.5m on £ 162m profit.
But…



Guess the Brand?

Shine a light on the kindness and 
generosity that we see in society

“

Cadbury manages to pay zero corporation tax, for the seventh 

consecutive year. The company recorded a 740% jump in profit 2017, 

with turnover rising to £1.66bn from £1.65bn. 
But…



Guess the Brand?

Our purpose is reimagining energy 
for people and our planet. We want 
to help the world reach net zero 
and improve people’s lives 

“

currently, around 96% of BP’s capital 

expenditure is on oil and gas…
But…



Guess the Brand?

We’re in business to save our planet.
“

Patagonia Inc. has committed the $10 million it saved from federal tax cuts 

championed by Donald Trump to nonprofit groups who work on conservation and 

climate issues. Since 1985, Patagonia has pledged 1% of sales to the preservation 

and restoration of the natural environment (over $90 million in cash)

And…



Step#3 

Understand your audience



Discover your audience’s preferences

• Search and SEO data 
• Reddit/forum data: BuzzSumo recently integrated a lot of 

this really useful information 
• Persona interviews: actually talking to the people you’re 

trying to reach might seem old school, but it’s super 
valuable 

• Surveys: we survey newsletter subscribers all the time to 
learn about their challenges and needs 

• Help desk, accounts, sales, and other client-facing teams. 
These groups are a source of anecdotal data that can 
complement quantifiable research 

• Customer councils: get your top prospects and clients in a 
room together and listen to what they’re struggling with.



Discover your audience’s preferences

Meet Mary.
Clinical Nurse Manager

Fast Facts
ü Nurses are 90% women

ü Average age is 43.8

ü Population is aging but 
new younger nurses are 
entering

ü By 2025 millennials will 
be more than half of the 
workforce

ü 55% work more than 40 
hours per week

ü Industry is faced with a 
nursing shortage

Stats taken from Department for Professional Employees, 2015
http://dpeaflcio.org/programs-publications/issue-fact-sheets/nursing-
a-profile-of-the-profession/

ü Not the only decision maker but 
can be a key influencer

ü Needs more time for patient 
care

ü Wants the best for patients but 
stretched so thin which makes 
focusing on patient care difficult

ü Email isn’t an effective channel

ü Ease of use and education for 
staff and patients

ü Partnership to support positive 
clinical outcomes

ü Nursing journals, conferences, 
peer to peer referral, social 
media

Mary is a nurse manager at MGH. She manages a floor of 40 post-orthopedic 
surgical patients and the staff who cares for them
………………................................................................................................................
Mary is concerned about managing budgets, ensuring positive clinical outcomes and 
helping manage flow and readmission rates
……………………………………....................................................................................
Her daily stressors include having time to check all of the boxes of her administrative 
duties and ensuring her staff have what they need  to optimize patient care
………………………………………………………………………………………................
She is driven by efficiency and order
…………………………………........................................................................................
She trusts her peers and relies on them for referrals to new process and technologies 
to improve performance

Barriers Levers

Audience analysis 
example: the nurse 
manager



Discover your audience’s preferences

Audience analysis 
example: the Small 
& Medium Business 
(SMB) Owner

Description

Examples of the challenges/questions they ask

• SMB owner sets the business goals and allocate annual budgets 
• He’s involved in the larger final decisions for any investment 
• Will take recommendations from the Financial Decision Maker 
• Will also be susceptible to external influence from peers, influencers and business press  
• SMB Owners do online searches to educate themselves before talking to vendors. They start with 

Google, then search to get an idea of what is out there 
• SMB owners ask people they respect what solutions are they using 
• Online ratings and reviews tell them where to find solutions 
• They usually ask to go with a trial before they buy so they can test drive technology and solutions

• How can I finance my growth (OPEX vs CAPEX)? 
• How do I properly plan for growth? 
• How do I staff properly for growth? 
• How do I acquire & retain the best talent? 
• How do I make my teams more productive?

Examples of content marketing programs/hubs
• AMEX Open Forum 
• Sage Advice



Discover your audience’s preferences

Audience 
analysis example: 
Entrepreneurs 

Distribution Channels (more to be discussed):

Affinity Publications (more to be discussed):

Personality/Tone:

56%

Openness

69%

Conscientiousness

53%

Agreeableness

72%

Extraversion

23%

Emotional Range

53%
Openness

71%
Conscientiousness

40%
Agreeableness

67%
Extraversion

30%

Emotional 
Range

Tone Scores
Credit Suisse

Entrepreneurs

+13% MNG 2

+5% MNG



Discover your audience’s preferences
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Content Mix:

Headline 
Opportunities:

Formats 
Opportunities:

Pillar Mix:

Long Articles (1k+)

Listicles

Infographics

Future

How

Why

Competitive 
Keywords & SEO:

• To Support: political 
globalization, return on 
invested capital, 
semiconductor industry, is 
bitcoin safe, + 

• To Steal: what is a successor 
trustee, how to put assets in 
a trust, securities vs. mutual 
funds, +

Channels & Distribution:

Organic 
Search 60%

Paid 
Search 30%

Social 10%

Ramp up content production for SEO

Experiment with targeted paid 
campaigns

Maintain a lead on social 
share of voice

Topic 
Opportunities:

Real Estate

Philanthropy

Biotechnology

Women & Wealth

Changing Workforce

11%11%

22%

56%

Long Articles
Listicles
Infographics
Short Articles

27%

27%

27%

18%

Financial Expertise
Tech & Infrastructure
Philanthropy & CR
Entrepreneurial



Step#4 

Understand the Buyer 
Journey
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The Buyer Journey
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Marketing & the Buyer Journey

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION PURCHASE RETENTION  
& LOYALTY

Social video

Blog content

Explainer Videos

Infographics

Newsletters

Sponsored content & native ads

Webinars

Product videos

One-sheeters Sales decks

Customer stories & videos

Customer 
newsletters

Commercialisation 
Collateral

E-books White-papers

PEOPLE GUIDED BY FEELING AND EMOTIONS

BRAND AWARENESS TECHNIQUES

PEOPLE GUIDED BY RATIONAL THINKING

ACTIVATION/LEADGEN TECHNIQUES



Step#5 

Publish & Distribute



Publish your stories

Marriott’s 
Traveler 
content hub



Publish your stories

General 
Electric’s GE 
Report





Publish your stories

Chase’s 
News & 
Stories
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Publish your stories

AMEX’s 
Trends & 
Insights



The “Big Rock” model for distribution



Focus on activation

Sales activation 
delivers short-term 
growth. 

Activation captures 
demand, but doesn’t 
create it.

Source: Binet, Effectiveness in Context



Example: Shoppable Posts

72% of Instagram users have purchased a product on the app



Focus on Brand Awareness

Brand building 
delivers long-term 
growth and decrease 
price sensitivity. 

Brand creates demand 
and captures it too.



Perception vs. Evidence

Source: Binet, Effectiveness in Context



Reasons vs. Emotion

Buyer are both 
emotional and 
rational.  

Your marketing 
should be too.

RationalEmotional



Reasons vs. Emotion

Buyer are both 
emotional and 
rational.  

Your marketing 
should be too.

RationalEmotional





What about B2B?

B2B buyer are both 
emotional and 
rational.  

Your marketing 
should be too. 

Your product can be 
boring, your ads 
can’t be

RationalEmotional







A summary

• Content Marketing is Marketing 

• Content Marketing is focused on providing valuable information, education and 
entertainment to the right audience at the right time 

• Content Marketing's focus is on your objectives, audience and the buyer journey - 
it’s an audience-centric model 

• Go with strategy first; tactics will follow 

• Feel free to contact me: giusec@gmail.com / @giusec 

• Or connect on LinkedIn

mailto:giusec@gmail.com


Thank  
 you.
Giuseppe Caltabiano 
giusec@gmail.com 
marketingacrossborders.blog


